The Days Of Real
Conservation

Whatever happened to those early pioneering days of real conservation before the false
and disingenuous green-sludge-movement took over and destroyed it forever? Below we
see evidence of the fight and determination that was going to turn things around for the
whales for decades to come.

Two whaling vessels Hvalur 6 and Hvalur 7 sitting on the bottom of Reykjavík harbour in 1986

Hvalur Sinkings
The 1986 Hvalur sinkings occurred in Iceland's Reykjavík harbour in November 1986, when anti-whaling activists from the
Sea Shepherd Conservation Society sank the unoccupied whaling vessels, Hvalur 6 and Hvalur 7, and sabotaged a whale
processing station in Hvalfjörður. The ships were two of the nation's fleet of four and were eventually raised, but have not
gone on a whale hunt since and were dragged onto dry land. Repairs have not yet been made to the ships. The factory
was the country's only processing facility.
The incident was an attempt by animal-rights activists to disrupt Iceland's whaling industry after the country circumvented
a commercial ban on the practice to conduct research. No one was injured but the attack caused $2 million worth of
damage to the ships, $2 million worth of damage to the processing plant, and damage to the whale meat freezer in the
processing plant spoiled $4 million worth of whale meat. The perpetrators, Rod Coronado and David Howitt, were able to
escape the scene via a flight to Luxembourg.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1986_Hvalur_sinkings

With holes in the sides and sea water flooding the engines these ships were going nowhere.
With actions like this and again below things were indeed looking very much on the up for
the whales.
Conservationists Ram A Ship To Save The Whales
Watson and his backers vow “Whale War I” will go on, at whatever cost. “This is a battle to save the whale and the
planet,” says Watson. “That justifies some heavy tactics.” If Portugal won’t give back our navy, we plan to get an air
force.” Paul Watson will then apply for a pilot’s license.
http://people.com/archive/in-a-dramatic-duel-at-sea-a-young-conservationist-rams-a-ship-to-save-the-whales-vol-12-no-8/
The ramming of the Sierra whaling ship. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nPOcTchamk
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We shouldn't be too bleary-eyed looking back however because not everything happening then
was good. The rot had already began to manifest itself and the RSPB. had the head start on
everyone there, talking in terms of sustainable this and sustainable that, turning a blind-eye here
and a blind-eye there. Under their watch birds were having appalling things dumped on them
and things have hardly turned around for them since.
Please see the link.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_b81c613bf2dd447fb9b3029ceb7290d6.pdf?
dn=A+Case+Against+The+RSPB.+3.pdf

But for the whales it seemed the good times were ahead!
Or at least this was what we thought because after this I could see things even here were
beginning to wane a little. There were great political strides happening, don't get me wrong, like
the moratorium on commercial whaling being passed by the IWC. in 1986. And too an EU.
blanket ban on whale oil and other parts was being enforced into law and the same was
happening elsewhere in the world. But the point I'm making those real actions like the ones
we see above, which are occasionally needed from time to time, were really very brief and
never did repeat themselves.
Greenpeace always was waste of space of course, holding up a banner while the whales were
being hunted right in front of their ships was the best they could ever offer, both syphoning off
the funds for that particular cause as well as criticising Sea Shepherd who were actually doing a
far better job. These actions, mainly against the Japanese whalers in the Southern Oceans,
would continue for the next almost forty years. Then came this announcement that should've
sent shockwaves though the entire conservation movement, 'Sea Shepherd is withdrawing
from its Japanese whaling campaign.' Most people's reactions, oh well the end of an era,
the end for the poor bloody whales more like were my personal thoughts.
Things hadn't been right for some time really had they. I've seen it happen elsewhere
before, all it takes is for some feeble-minded namby-bloody-pambies to worm their way
into an organisation, they can then propose whatever they like and have it voted through
as policy if there's enough of them, and the entire dynamics of that organisation can then
change.
With this in mind I decided I would do some investigations to see exactly who was in
charge and who might be doing what. By going through on a one by one basis I looked at
every person on Sea Shepherd's list, from executive staff members, board of directors to its
board of advisors.
But anyway this is what we managed to find and while most seemed genuine enough we
found some worrying characters there too.
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Pritam Singh

Sea Shepherd President Involved In Captive Dolphin Trade
The president of their board of directors, Pritam Singh, takes proud ownership of various companies, some of which have
captive dolphins and offer fishing charters, not to mention sell all sorts of seafood. Sea Shepherd solicits donations to pay
for these campaigns – so not sure if you can get any more hypocritical than that – asking people to donate money to
protect dolphins while at the same time profiting from their exploitation!
https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2016/02/27/18783405.php

VILLAGE AT HAWKS CAY, INC. Principals
Pritam Singh
President: Singh Pritam
Address: 1010 KENNEDY DR., #302, KEY WEST, FL, 33040
https://florida.intercreditreport.com/company/village-at-hawks-cay-inc-p96000025787

Please note that the Village at Hawks Cay is a Single Family Development independently managed by Village at Hawks
Cay Homeowners Association. The Village at Hawks Cay, since it's inception in 1996, through it's sale in October 2002,
and to the present date, has never been and is not a part of the ownership or management of the hotel known as Hawk's
Cay Resort. The Singh Group declined any involvement with the hotel and resort management in part due to its concern
of hotels keeping of captive Dolphins.
https://www.pritamsingh.net/entrepreneur/resort-management

Sara Thompson Sunday Feb 28th, 2016 9:11 AM
I saw this post last night and was like wtf, so I checked the links and I think Alex might be right about this. Crazy thing is, I
went to show someone just now, and it looks like the Singh guy has already removed the links from his website! Can you
say shady!!!
https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2016/02/27/18783405.php?show_comments=1#18783542

Here we see Pritam Singh the President of Village at Hawks Cay. In the wake of this story
he then declines any involvement and finally removes links from his website etc.
The group also offers big-game fishing charters.
https://www.hawkscay.com/fishing-charters/tailwalker-fishing-charters
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Your Information is wrong. Pritam does not and has never owned captive dolphins of any facility that does or has owned
dolphins. You need to research that some more. Sidney Holt has also changed his views 360 degrees. You should look
into that. As for Sea Shepherd, we are more active than ever - I guess you don't keep up with the news.
Paul Watson sent via facebook messenger.

These are images however from his own company site. I suggested if he wanted to distance
himself away from dolphins and game-fishing etc. he might ditch the pics but to my
knowledge they're still on it.
http://villageathawkscay.com/
http://villageathawkscay.com/video.html

And no matter how you want to pretty things up the name Pritam Singh occurs time and
time again. He is a man who associates himself with and abandons companies like most
people buy and throw away shirts. What the hell's it all about has to be asked.
Pritam Singh Overview
Pritam Singh has been associated with ninety-six companies, according to public records. The companies were formed
over a thirty-five year period with the most recent being incorporated one year ago in December of 2016. Thirty-Two of the
companies are still active while the remaining sixty-four are now listed as inactive.
https://www.corporationwiki.com/Florida/Marathon/pritam-singh-P2696179.aspx
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Randall H. Hayes

Founded RAN in 1985
Rainforest Action Network launched out palm oil campaign with no less of a goal than to fundamentally change the global
marketplace for this commodity. From face-to-face meetings with top corporate officials, to nonviolent direct actions at
corporate headquarters, to banner drops calling out bad actors, to brand jams designed to disrupt the public relations
plans of our targets, RAN has placed mounting pressure on these companies and coined the now widely used term
"Conflict Palm Oil."
https://www.ran.org/palm_oil

While some companies are beginning to take steps to address their palm oil problem, none have yet adopted and fully
implemented adequate safeguards to eliminate conflict palm oil from entering their supply chains and contaminating their
products. These big, global food companies have the power, through their supply chains, to drive a transformation in the
way palm oil is now commonly produced. Increased consumer and citizen pressure on these companies is a key
ingredient for success.
https://www.ran.org/conflict_palm_oil

In founding RAN., although doubtlessly well intended, this organisation does have a policy
of supporting what they describe as non-conflict palm oil. But the sad fact is there's no
such thing as 'sustainable, responsible and not even non-conflict palm oil,' at least not the
way it is currently grown.
It all inevitably destroys habitat and drives species towards extinction. All it really offers
is a veneer of respectability to those companies that comply. They pay a fee to the charity,
the shop can then tell customers it's sustainable, everyone feels great that they're somehow
doing the right thing, and all the time the planet's being destroyed.
This is just their latest claim.
Leading Brands, Progressive Palm Oil Producers and NGOs Confirm Deforestation-Free Palm Oil is Available to European
Market.
https://www.ran.org/leading_brands_progressive_palm_oil_producers_and_ngos_confirm_deforestation_free_palm_oil_is_
available_to_european_market
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Sidney Holt

Greenpeace Should Not Choose Green Over Peace
Sidney Holt

Chagos islanders in Mauritius. The Chagossians 'are now dispersed around the Seychelles, Mauritius and England'.
Photograph: Graeme Robertson
Greenpeace International is a fine organisation. It uniquely combined the aims of promoting "peace" – including
enhancing human rights – and, as an element of that, protecting the green (and blue) environment. Remember the dove
with the olive branch, and the campaigns against US atmospheric nuclear bomb tests in the north Pacific and French
underwater ones in the south Pacific. When the French secret service sank the Rainbow Warrior in Auckland harbour, the
ship had been engaged in a humanitarian action, helping move some Polynesians from their homes, where they felt
threatened by pollution and explosions.
But Greenpeace seems to have mislaid the "peace" half of its mission. That has been evident for some time to anyone
reading its current programme and priorities on its website. This grand drift was on show again at a conference organised
by Amnesty International in Oxford last week, where Greenpeace International's executive director, Kumi Naidoo – a man
with a proud record of anti-apartheid campaigning – was to talk about human rights and protection of the environment.
The context was a hot question about the possible return of the Chagos islanders to their home in mid-Indian Ocean, a
British Overseas Territory from which they were all deported in 1971 to make way for a US military base on an atoll, Diego
Garcia. That involved moving, it is said, several million tons of coral and destroying the quasi-pristine nature of the world's
biggest atoll, making it suitable for aircraft-carriers. The islanders are now dispersed around the Seychelles, Mauritius and
England. Some of the islanders are happy with their UK/EU passports, others want to return home and have been seeking
permission through the courts, the House of Lords, and – soon – the European court of human rights.
The mandarins of Whitehall have worked for decades to block their repatriation claim, arguing first that the archipelago
was uninhabited, and only occasionally visited by migrant labourers to pick coconuts. Then someone in Whitehall had
another brilliant idea, declare Chagos as a vast Marine Protected Area (MPA). Unlike nearly all the new MPAs in Britain it
would be "no-take" zone – fishing would be largely prohibited.
This scheme was applauded by some influential non-governmental groups, in particular the Pew Foundation, the Royal
Society of London and the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB). It is said that the RSPB's former international
director, Alistair Gammell, now with Pew, persuaded Greenpeace UK to join the ecologists' cheers of support for a no-take
MPA. Greenpeace International, to its shame, went along with this, only adding, tardily, "provided the rights of the
Chagossians are respected". The Foreign Office says they have no rights, so that's hunky-dory.
As a matter of fact Greenpeace had already supported this idea long before – in 2005, writing: "The Chagos islands,
which the [proposed] reserve bounds, are uninhabited and almost unpolluted and little affected by direct human impacts
except fishing". No mention, of course, of the several thousand military folks deployed there, whose main outdoor
recreation is recreational marlin and tuna fishing.
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The Greenpeace UK letter of support asserted that no-take MPAs are the accepted best way of saving world fisheries. But
that's nonsense. They are useful within comprehensive management systems, but control of fishing operations remains
the basic way of saving fisheries and fishing communities.
The UK government has declared a circular no-take zone around Chagos, 200 miles in radius. But it has no formal
standing in international law, and is contested by neighbouring states. Some people hoped that, in Oxford, Naidoo would
tack away from Greenpeace's promotion of the MPA scam. Instead, Naidoo asserted that the no-take MPA was the better
of two options, the other being free-for-all fishing. The argument is totally unacceptable, fishing can both be allowed, and
be controlled.
One can't expect large organisations to publicly admit error, but Naidoo has a way out. He implied that the no-take rule
would be good for the time being, but if and when the Chagossians return they could decide what should then be done.
And how else would repatriated Chagossians make a living? They could not now rely on coconuts. Ecotourism requires
big investments, imported skills and a substantial labour force; competition with the expert operators from neighbouring
islands would be hard and possibly mutually destructive. There is only one way the repatriates could survive – by
licensing commercial fishing. Greenpeace shouldn't be choosing between peace and green and preferring the latter.
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/may/17/greenpeace-choose-green-over-peace-chagos-islands

Sidney Holt. “Greenpeace seems to have mislaid the 'peace' half of its mission.”
Is this the same Greenpeace we all know and love? These, let's face it, are the same people
who stand there holding a banner while whaling's happening in front of them and the
same who backed away allowing the Danes to wipe out the UK's. Sandeels off the Dogger
Bank. Supporters of palm oil and bird-killing wind-farms, in fact an entire catalogue of
misdemeanours I could list.
He even accuses the RSPB. of being too extreme and a limper excuse for a conservation
authority is difficult to imagine.
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Marine Conservation Zones, no matter how they might be perceived, must be precisely
that. There can be no exceptions, other than extreme circumstances, otherwise this would
open up the floodgates for everyone who wanted to fish them. An extreme circumstance
would include the removal of say non-native Lionfish from the Caribbean as an example.
Continuing.

Dr. Sidney Holt On Japan's So Called "Research" Whaling
“Peacefully.” “It was like Mahatma Gandhi civil disobedience was the game.” “You know Interfere with what authorities
and powers want to do and see if you can discourage them a bit and that was what Sea Shepherd was about.” “I
approved of Gandhi getting the Brits out of India and I thought well Paul Watson and his crowd can get the Japanese out
of whaling so that's what's going on now.” “Now they haven't succeeded in stopping it completely but boy they you Sea
Shepherd have made it difficult."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uv02t5JSM2c

In this video we see words like 'peaceful' and 'they haven't succeeded in stopping whaling
completely.' Well no, they haven't, and now that actions against whaling has ceased
altogether, where exactly does that leave the whales?
Tactics should be reassessed and we need to reflect once again on those past events and
perhaps avail them into our understanding of conservation today. The advice he offers is
hardly likely to take conservation into any new era is it.

Optimising Fishing and Economic Policy
This is another blog from guest writer Dr. Sidney Holt. Here he continues his exploration of how we might best diverge
from MSY to achieve rational and sustainable targets, while offering recommendations to the Green Group in the
European Parliament.
https://breachingtheblue.com/2012/03/13/optimising-fishing-and-economic-policy/

And finally, if you can blind people well enough with words who knows what you may
convince them of? See the above link. I read this an hour after I got up one morning, this
is the period when my brain's at its clearest and when I do my creative writing, and even
then I struggled.
It may have something to offer anyone with more of a mind for this type of subject matter
of course and I can certainly agree we do need to be far more sustainable and a lot less
wasteful than we are at present with our current methods of fishing.
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John Paul DeJoria

Company Overview of ROK Stars PLC
John Paul DeJoria
Co-Founder, ROK Stars PLC
Other Affiliations
Escue Energy, Inc.
Merilus, Inc.
John Paul Mitchell Systems, Inc.
ROK Entertainment Group, Inc.
Latitude Solutions, Inc.
Rego Payment Architectures, Inc.
https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/person.asp?personId=792304&privcapId=126940815
Company Overview of Escue Energy, Inc.
https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot.asp?privcapId=379855
Latitude Solutions, Inc.
https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot.asp?privcapId=40454596
John Paul Selects
Better Choices. Better Earth. Better You.
Carbon Offset / Energy Efficient: These products are made in an energy efficient way, for example by using solar or wind
power, or using a fabrication method that conserves energy and resources; or through Carbon Offset which is certified as
representing a reduction of carbon dioxide emissions.
http://johnpaulselects.co.uk/how-we-select

In 2011, John Paul signed Bill Gates and Warren Buffet’s “The Giving Pledge” as a formal promise to continue giving back.
The same year, he established JP’s Peace, Love & Happiness Foundation as a hub for his charitable investments, which
support the core values of his companies: sustainability, social responsibility and animal-friendliness.
http://www.paul-mitchell.co.uk/our-story/our-company/john-paul-dejoria-bio/

Known to be affiliated with small-scale cylindrical wind projects and various other, quite
probably non-damaging enterprises, but has also had dealings with Bill Gates and Warren
Buffet.
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Birute Galdikas

Patron & Ambassador to the Orangutan Foundation.
Asia's vanishing forests are home to many endangered species that may not survive the century. In the jungle of Borneo,
Biruté Mary Galdikas has spent the past three decades braving tropical diseases and violent encounters to study and
defend some of the world's last remaining orangutans.
http://www.orangutan.org.uk/current-news/news-archive/106-dr-galdikas-still-fighting-for-orangutans

Has spent three decades studying and defending Orangutans, which sounds commendable
enough, but on looking further on their site we see they are supportive of sustainable palm
oil which as we all know is not necessarily sustainable at all.
Sustainably produced palm oil takes responsibility for conserving biodiversity, complying with recommendations suggested
by the RSPO (Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil www.rspo.org/about). Coalitions such as this strive to protect primary
rainforest habitat through restricting deforestation of these areas and protecting local communities and workers, whilst still
fulfilling global demand.
Since December 2014, EU companies must state whether they use palm oil (but not whether it’s sustainable) in their
products. It is hoped that this new labelling requirement will encourage companies to switch to buying sustainable palm oil
and then declare this on their packaging. This will then encourage the growth of sustainable oil palm plantations.
As far as we are aware, full details on UK companies that commit to using certified sustainable palm oil has not yet been
released. Greenpeace have produced a palm oil scorecard which can help consumers with their decisions
(www.greenpeace.org.uk/sites/files/gpuk/palm-oil-scorecard-FINAL.pdf).
http://www.orangutan.org.uk/about-orangutans/what-is-palm-oil

Barbara Veiga

Worked at Climate Reality.
The best way to create new jobs and grow the economy, fight climate change, and support a sustainable future for the
planet is to invest in renewable energies like wind, solar, and geothermal power. It’s that simple.
https://www.climaterealityproject.org/blog/free-download-what-renewable-energy?
utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=general

Worked at Climate Reality, who support wind-farms, and is not beyond wearing fur.
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Caroline Lucas MP

Caroline was elected as Member of Parliament for Brighton Pavilion in 2010. She served as leader of the Green Party of
England and Wales from 2008 to 2012 - and from 1999-2010 she served as one of the Party's first MEPs and represented
the South East region until becoming the UK's first Green MP.
Caroline is a Co-Chair of the ALL PARTY PARLIAMENTARY GROUP on Fuel Poverty and Energy Efficiency, Vice Chair of
the Public and Commercial Services, Sustainable Housing, CND and Animal Welfare All Party Parliamentary Groups. She
is also a member of various other all-party groups, including on HIV and Aids, 6th Form Colleges, Children and
International Corporate Responsibility.
Caroline was named the 'MOST INFLUENTIAL MP' in 2012 by the Political Studies Association, 'MP of the Year' in the
Scottish Widows and Dods Women in Public Life Awards 2011, and 'Newcomer of the Year' in the Spectator's 2010
Parliamentarian awards.
She has been voted the UK's MOST ETHICAL POLITICIAN in 2007, 2009 and 2010 by readers of the Observer, and in
2008 was judged one of the Guardian’s top “eco-heroes”. She received Red magazine's Woman of the Year Award 2010
in the ethical/eco category and is in the Environment Agency's Top 100 Eco-Heroes of all time.
http://www.seashepherd.org.uk/who-we-are/board-of-advisors.html

Caroline Lucas MP., a lady of wind-turbines and all things that are not necessarily as
beneficial for the ecology as we're led to believe, wilfully blind of course to the detrimental
effects wind-farms are having. I'm sure she's very nice, respectable and polite, but what
exactly might she be offering by way of 'advise' to an outfit like this?

Caroline Welcomes Brighton Wind Farm Decision
"I am particularly delighted that local company Searoc will be deeply involved."
Caroline Lucas has welcomed today's announcement by the Crown Estate that the wind farm proposed to be built off the
Sussex coast will go ahead.
The 'Hastings wind farm' development will be built offshore between Brighton and Newhaven. It will be made up of 100
turbines which together could provide up to 500 MW of electricity - enough power for 250,000 households.
It is one of nine sites being considered this week by the Crown Estate. According to government estimates, if all nine
projects were given the go-ahead, a thriving UK renewables sector and around 60,000 jobs would be created.
Caroline said today, " I'm particularly delighted that local company Searoc will be deeply involved as a partner organisation
in five of the proposed wind farms, including the ‘Hastings' project .
https://www.carolinelucas.com/latest/caroline-welcomes-brighton-wind-farm-decision

In case there was any doubt.
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Daryl Hannah

It has become strikingly clear that we must rapidly divest financial resources from the dirty fossil fuel economy and invest
in efficiently transitioning to 100 percent renewable energy for all.
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/daryl-hannah-very-future-requires-201023096.html?guccounter=1

100% renewable energy! OK. I suspect this to be simply misguided rather than anything
else and not all renewables are bad in any case. But that said we do need to have some
concerns.

Michelle Rodriguez

"People listen to celebrities," said Captain Watson. "Michelle has over 13 million friends on her Facebook page along with
an international following. This helps to get the message out that now the seals are not just threatened by human hunting,
but even more threatened by climate change and the loss of ice. Not content to kill the babies, mankind has now wiped
out the nurseries."
However, unlike the ice conditions of 1977 which made Bardot's photoshoot a relatively safe one, it was not so easy to
recreate the shot in 2017. The ice was so broken up and thin that Sea Shepherd's helicopter could not land. Rodriguez,
along with Yana Watson, Sidler and Lord had to hop from one small pan of ice to another just to reach the seals.
Despite the challenges, Rodriguez was thrilled to meet the seals on the small patch of ice. "Seeing these beautiful
creatures and understanding their place in the ecosystem, I'm saddened the Canadian government has been so short
sighted in failing to prevent a massive ecological catastrophe," said Rodriguez. "It's sad to know the truth and watch the
world turn a blind eye."
https://www.ecowatch.com/michelle-rodriguez-baby-seals-2336771103.html
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Meanwhile here's Sea Shepherd's take on the climate change argument.

A tiny bundle easily picked up in 1977.

A lumbering much larger animal sitting on the ice in 2017.

What they don't tell you of course, the seal hunt takes place a full month or more later
than it did 40 years ago, and you would fully expect the ice to look a little different that
much later in the season.
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Kelly Slater

Surfing great Kelly Slater has called for a "serious" shark cull in the waters off the island of Réunion, after a surfer was
killed in the area last week, bringing the number of attacks to 20 since 2011.
The 11-time world champion posted to his Instagram account, saying there was a "clear imbalance happening in the ocean
there" and the French government "needs to figure this out ASAP".
According to The Guardian, locals say bull and tiger shark populations have grown since Réunion banned hunting sharks
for food in 1999.
The ban came amid concerns the sharks' flesh is contaminated with ciguatera, a toxin that causes vomiting, nausea and in
some cases, death.
"Honestly, I won't be popular for saying this but there needs to be a serious cull on Réunion and it should happen
everyday," Slater said.
https://www.smh.com.au/sport/kelly-slater-calls-for-serious-shark-cull-on-reunion-island-20170227-gulzcr.html

This statement was later defused by Watson.
Kelly Slater Is Not An Enemy of the Sharks
https://seashepherd.org/2017/02/27/kelly-slater-is-not-an-enemy-of-the-sharks/

Having looked through their entire profile most it has to be said are knowledgable and well
committed to conserving the planet but most of those we've listed on the other hand do
raise quite a number of questions.
At the moment things aren't too great and unless the situation whales are in is taken a
good deal more seriously things will only get worse. And just because we were unable to
find faults in those other members there's no way of knowing what might be happening
behind closed doors from within.
We're finding the infiltration of people coming in with their 'new ideas' everywhere we look and
in all kinds of places, much of it comes at the expense of real conservation with the effectiveness of many watered down to a pitiful void. Thanks to them we now have sustainable gamehunting, sustainable palm oil and bird-friendly well-sited wind-farms to name but a few.
Since that appalling decision was announced by Sea Shepherd whalers have no doubt at all
been celebrating with headlines like this appearing everywhere.
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Iceland Resumes Fin Whale Hunt After Two-Year Pause

Icelandic whaling company Hvalur said Tuesday it would resume its controversial hunt of endangered fin whales after a
two-year suspension, sparking angry protests from animal rights activists.
The only company in Iceland that hunts fin whales, Hvalur packed away its harpoons in 2016 because of commercial
difficulties in Japan, its biggest market, where consumption has been in decline.
Tokyo also introduced restrictive import regulations, notably new standards to measure levels of chemical pollutant PCB in
whale meat.
"We are going to resume commercial whaling because the Japanese bureaucracy seems to have loosened up and the
Japanese authorities have listened to us," Hvalur chief executive Kristjan Loftsson told AFP.
In addition, Hvalur said it plans to collaborate with researchers from the University of Iceland to develop medicinal products
made of whale meat aimed at combatting iron deficiency—a condition that affects almost 30 percent of the global
population, or two billion people, according to the World Health Organisation (WHO).
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_27fbde55d03348bfbe22b9c15166ee5f.pdf?
dn=Iceland+Resumes+Fin+Whale+Hunt+2.pdf

The Icelandic Whalers Are Getting Ready

http://www.visir.is/g/2018180508899/segir-hvalveidimenn-med-goda-samvisku-og-sofa-vel
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Japan Has Singlehandedly Decided Whaling Should Continue

After a ruling by the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in March 2014 shut down Japan's previous whaling operations for a
year, the fleet has returned to the Pacific Ocean to continue its whaling operations.
Japan is able to continue its whaling program by exploiting a loophole in the founding treaty of the International Whaling
Commission (IWC), which allows whaling for "scientific research." Japan claims that its new program is purely for
research, but the purpose of their so-called research is to pursue "sustainable utilization." Meaning Japan is using the
guise of scientific research to explore the ways it can continue to whale commercially.
Japan has an abysmal record in how the whales it kills are used for scientific research. According to findings by the ICJ,
from 2005 to 2014, Japan's previous program killed about 3,600 minke whales. The total body of research output from
these kills resulted in just two studies based on data on nine whale specimens. This astoundingly small body of research
could not justify the slaughter of 3,600 minke whales.
Clearly, Japan is using the guise of scientific research to continue its state-sponsored commercial whaling without regard
for the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling, the rulings of the International Whaling Commission, or the
International Court of Justice. According to The Diplomat, whaling is supported in Japan because of its cultural traditions
in the practice. But cultural pride alone is not enough to justify inhumane traditions.
Whales need your help to prevent them from being victims of an unnecessary, prideful, and cruel industry. Tell the
International Whaling Commission to close the loophole that allows Japan to flagrantly disregard their moratorium on
commercial whaling in the name of lethal scientific research.
http://therainforestsite.greatergood.com/clickToGive/trs/petition/Japan-whaling

Well, that was a really great message to send out wasn't it. Forty years of anti-whaling
finally pissed up the wall by a bunch of lefties.
I'm not saying there's never room for negotiations but in my experience most destroyers of life
are arrogant, hardly interested in listening to reason, and even a small compromise can only
mean defeat for all that is right. Neither did I conduct this investigation in order to get back
at Sea Shepherd in some sad way, only the opposite is true, I did this because I am deeply
concerned for the very future of conservation.
Authorities like the RSPB., WWF., Rhino International and Greenpeace etc. etc., etc., have for a
very long time been ineffectual as well as rotten to the core, but now Sea Shepherd, the last
bastion of any hope, seem to be on this same path. Just by taking the briefest look we
found two of its board members, that stood out a mile as being well over the other side of
the fence from where they should've been, one of those the society's president no less who's
into captive dolphins and game-fishing, while another it seems is vehemently in favour of
shark culling.
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This together with the airy-fairies as I like to call them, those creepy little insidious
bastards worming their ways in, it's hardly surprising things have gone as wrong as they
have. To my mind airy-fairies are about as dangerous as the killers and whalers
themselves, hardly likely to be supportive of anything too radical, it's precisely their
inactions that have encouraged the destruction to continue for as long as it has.
So what's really going on then? Call your boys off our whaling ships and we'll give you a
better deal on dolphins, I am joking of course, but many a true word and that. This
together with these namby-pamiby airy-fairies, those who have made conservation the
laughing stock it has so obviously become today although they would never admit to that,
meddling with their derisory little ways into everything.
I'd really like to shovel-feed every last one them with the dead birds they've so wilfully
caused the deaths of with their brainless and dull-witted support for wind-farms over the
years. They're so bloody thick and stupid they couldn't save a turd in a cesspit never mind
a planet.

Below there's a brief glimpse of the once fighting spirit that made Sea Shepherd great.
https://www.dropshots.com/robertpiller/date/2018-05-11/04:29:31

Compare that to this sad and sorry state it has become today.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_9da42aaacc504178b5ce3391b64e1631.pdf?
dn=Sea+Shepherd+Verses+Japan+2.pdf

In the meantime here's some good reading for any lefty-halfwits reading this.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_eb47120a239c4570af78778651d2785d.pdf?
dn=Intelligent+Left+Or+Loony+Left+7.pdf
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The Sea Shepherd logo.

This menacing looking icon, which once would have sent shockwaves through the entire
whaling industry, is sadly today all that remains of a bygone era.

For details of other campaigns please visit http://cates1980.wixsite.com/cateswebsite and go
through the various Projects pages.
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